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We consider the problem of adaptively organizing a list whose elements are accessed with a fixed but 
unknown probability distribution. We present an absorbing scheme requiring constant additional 
space which reorganizes the list by performing a restructuring operation on an element exactly once. 
The scheme is asymptotically optimal. We also describe a hybrid reorganization scheme in which the 
absorbing rule and an ergodic rule are used in conjunction with each other to enhance the transient 
data retrieval process. 
1. Introduction 
Let 91 = { R 1, . , RN) be a list of elements where Ri is accessed with a probability si. 
The vector [s, , s2, . . . , sNIT (whose components sum to unity) is represented by 5, and 
is called the user’s query distribution. 5 is assumed to be stationary but unknown. In 
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order to minimize the average retrieval cost, the elements must be arranged in the 
descending order of { si}. Since G is unknown a priori, in this paper, we shall attempt 
to render the list self-organizing so that the average access time is asymptotically 
minimized. 
Various ergodic adaptive strategies such as the moveeto_front (MTF) Rule, the 
transposition rule, the moveek_ahead rule and the POS_k rule have been described 
in the literature. The properties of these schemes are found in the respective references 
of the surveys [l, 21. The literature reports only two stochastic absorbing list reor- 
ganizing methods [4] and the following deterministic absorbing schemes, both of 
which are of a moveetoorear (MTR) flavour [S]: 
(i) A deterministic linear-space MTR rule which moves the accessed element to the 
rear of the list if it has been accessed k times. The scheme is asymptotically optimal. It 
performs N reorganization operations. 
(ii) A deterministic constant-space MTR rule which moves the accessed element to 
the rear of the list if it has been accessed k consecutive times. This scheme was proven 
to be expedient [S]. 
This communication describes an improved version of the latter scheme. We shall 
later show that the scheme can be viewed as an MTF strategy in which the “front” of 
the list is dynamically updated. 
2. The optimal constant-space absorbing strategy 
In our scheme we shall repeatedly move the elements of !R to the rear of the list. Let 
‘B be the set of elements that have not been moved from their initial positions. B is 
initially set to be ‘93 and is repeatedly shrunk until it is the null set. When Ri is accessed, 
if Rich (i.e. Ri has already been moved from its initial position), the data reorganizu- 
tion strategy completely ignores the access. We now consider the case when R,E% Let 
M be any fixed integer. Essentially, all that our present scheme does is that it moves 
a record Rich to the “rear” of the list after it has been accessed hrl “consecutive” times, 
except that between these “consecutive” accesses the algorithm permits the user to 
access elements of ‘93 - Y3. 
To describe this rule algorithmically, let 2 be a record with two integer fields, 
Zi and Z2. Whenever the element R,EB is accessed, if Zi is zero, it is set to i and Z2 is 
set to unity. However, if Zi was previously set to i, Z2 is incremented. Otherwise, the 
values of both Zi and Zz are reset to zero -this state being referred to as the state of 
maximum uncertainty. Whenever the value of Z2 is exactly M, the element Ri, whose 
index is stored in Zi, is moved to the rear of the list and ‘8 is updated by deleting the 
element Ri from it. Subsequently, the element Ri is never moved. This describes the list 
organization strategy (referred to as algorithm Const_OpttMTR) completely. 
Because of its simplicity, the scheme is not formally presented here. However, the 
implementation details of the algorithm will be described later. Note that the scheme 
is stochastically absorbing and executes exactly N list reorganizing operations. 
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There is one fundamental difference between the algorithm Const_Opt_MTR and 
all of the other algorithms reported in the literature. In all the previous algorithms, 
operations are executed based on the probability of the accessed element being 
requested by the user. However, in this case, the reorganization is conditioned on the 
event that the accessed element is in 3, and hence the analysis is based on the 
time-carrying conditional probability vector G given B. Thus, although accesses of 
elements in the set $93 - 9 occur, these accesses do not place an impediment on the 
convergence of the scheme. These are merely reported to the user on being accessed 
and are not involved in any data reorganization. Only elements in ‘B (the ones which 
have not been “moved”) are involved in any data reorganization. To our knowledge, 
this scheme is the only reported method which performs reorganization based on 
conditional events. 
We now prove the properties of algorithm Const_Opt_MTR. Let 61% be the 
vector of normalized probabilities in which only the quantities corresponding to the 
elements of ‘II are nonzero. Thus, ~5 1 ‘X consists of the normalized probabilities (si), 
where sf is zero if R,$‘B, and 




Theorem 2.1. Let R, and R,, he uny two distinct elements in $31 with access probabilities 
s, and s,, respectively, with s, > s,. > 0. Then, the probability’ that R, precedes R, in the 
,jinal list obtained by algorithm ConsttOpt_MTR increases monotonically with M, 
and is exactly (sF/(sf + s;l”)). 
Proof. We prove this result by evaluating the total probability that R, precedes R,,. 
For U, VE{ 1, 2, . . . . N 1, let i’,,.(%) be the event that either R, or R, is selected from 
3 to be moved to the rear, where % 2 $3. Also, let vu.,(i) be the event that the ith 
element moved contains the first appearance of R, or R,. Thus, R, ultimately precedes 
R, if it is selected to be moved before R,, since if that is the case, R, is the ith element 
moved, and R,. will be the jth element moved, where i <,j. Thus, 
Pr [ R, ultimately precedes R,. 1 Q,, L.( N - 1 ‘B I + l)] 
= Pr [ R, ultimately precedes R, I <,, ,( ‘3 )]. (2) 
Since ‘3 is the set of elements which have not been moved to the rear of the list, by 
definition, the conditional access probabilities are defined by (1). Let 
’ If either s. or s,. is zero, the corresponding element will remain at the front of the list forever. But, as will 
be clear from Section 2, which describes the implementation details of this scheme, this will not prove to be 
an impediment. 
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Then p is the conditional access probability of accessing R,,, q is the conditional 
access probability of accessing R,, and 1 -p-q is the conditional access probability of 
accessing any element in $23 - {R,, R,). 
We now compute the probability of R, preceding R,, given <,,,,(%). We first 






00 if Zr =0 and Z2=0, 
of otherwise. 
Clearly, the Markov chain represents the contents of the memory locations Z1 and 
Z, given [,,.,,(%I), where o0 is the state of maximum uncertainty, Ui is the state when 
R, has been accessed i consecutive times if accesses of elements in ‘33 - % are ignored, 
f$ is the state when R,. has been accessed i consecutive times if accesses of elements in 
?I- ‘8 are ignored and 8, is the state when any element in 8- {R,,, R,,} has been 
accessed at least once (but not M consecutive times). Note that given t,,,(3), the 
transition from or to B0 has an associated probability of unity. Thus, the transition 
probabilities of the Markov chain (shown in Fig. 1) are given by the stochastic matrix 
F, where, for all i < M - I, 
F L’,.C,*, 3 F L’,.H,,=~-II, Fv,,v,+,=Y> F,t,,,,=l-q, 
F Ho. L’, = P? Fo,.v, =4> F oo.o,= 1 -_p-4, Fo,,eo= 1. 
Observe that, since Uj,,, and &, are absorbing states, both Fcu,G’,, and FV,,, ,,,, are unity. 
Let Ui be the probability of converging to U,, given &,,(‘%) and the starting state 
4(O) = z/i. Similarly, let bi be the probability of converging to UIV, given t,.,,(s) and 
4(O)= vi. Also let do be the probability of converging to UM, given &,,,(%.) and 
Fig. 1. The transition diagram for the Markov chain representation of the event that either R, or R, is 
moved to the rear given &,,.(%). The conditional probability that R, is accessed is represented by the 
transition p. and the conditional probability that R,. is accessed is represented by the transition q. 
4(0)=8, and d, be the probability of converging to CJi,, given &,.(B) and #(0)=0,. 
Observe that d, is the quantity we aim to compute. Using the properties of the first 
passage probabilities of absorbing Markov chains 131, it can be seen that the 
quantities {a,}, { bi}, do and d, themselves obey a set of rather interesting d@erence 
equations. Indeed, they satisfy: 
Ui=pUi+,+(l-_)do and bi=qhi+l+(l-q)do for l<i<M-1, (3) 
with 
a .W=l and bM=O. (4) 
Finally, since 8, is a reflecting barrier given 5,. L.( % ), d, = d,, and thus 
db=pal +qbl +(l -p-q)d,,. (5) 






jso pj (1 -P)& and bl= 
[ 1 c qj (l-q)&. j=O 
Substituting for a, and b, in (5) yields the equation for do as 
,,=,M+[ {Till Pj} (1 -,i+{ Yll 4) (l-4)] A,+(1 -p-q)A,; 
whence, after much simplification, do = (p”/(p” + q”)). 
Furthermore, since p and q have the same denominators, we get 
d,=(s,M/(s;+s;)). 
Since this is true for all B 2 {R,, R,.}, we know that, for all %, where ‘Sz 2 8, the total 
probability is 
Pr[R, ultimately precedes R, 1 <,,.(Yl)] =(sF/(sf+sf)). 
Combining the above with (2) we have thus proved that, for all 1 d i< N - 1, 
Pr[R, ultimately precedes R, I yLI,c(i)] =(sz/(sF+sf)). 
The result follows since { v~.~,( l), . . . , qu,,(A4 - 1)) are mutually exclusive and 
collectively exhaustive events, and since Pr[R, precedes R,; 1 y,,,.(i)] is the same 
for all i. 0 
The final theorem regarding the asymptotic optimality of the scheme is now 
proved. 
Theorem 2.2. Algorithm ConsttOpt-MTR is asymptotically optimal. 
Proof. Analogous to the proof in [S, Theorem 2.4, p. 1901, except that in this case the 
relevant expression for R, ultimately preceding R, is (sf/(sy +sf;“)), which tends to 
unityasM+m. Cl 
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3. Implementation details and extensions 
We now describe a rather straightforward list implementation which requires an 
additional field pointing to the element which was first moved to the rear. Let 
FrontOld be the pointer to the head of the list as maintained prior to any reorganiza- 
tion. A second pointer, FrontNew, initially points to the tail of the list and is initialized 
to NIL. As the elements of 93 are moved to the rear, they are appended to the tail of 
the list. Thus, elements which have found their place lie between FrontNew and the 
actual tail of the list, and the elements which are still learning their final positions lie 
between FrontOld and FrontNew. 
Whenever the user requests a record Ri, the search for Ri starts from FrontNew and 
continues towards the tail of the list. If Ri is found prior to encountering the null 
pointer, it represents the case when Ri is contained in the set % - 23. In such a case the 
counters Z1 and Z2 are unchanged. However, if the accessed element Ri has not been 
found by the time the null pointer is encountered, the search for Ri continues 
progressing from FrontOld all the way down to FrontNew. This traversal could result 
in a data reorganization operation after the corresponding changes to Z1 and Z2 have 
been made. Thus, our present scheme is conceptually an MTF strategy, except that 
the “front” is not static as in a traditional MTF scheme. 
In conclusion, observe that whenever Ri lies between FrontOld and FrontNew, 
no data reorganization is performed. It is very easy to generalize this to yield a 
hybrid system in which the elements between FrontOld and FrontNew are re- 
organized based on an ergodic heuristic until they have finally found their place at 
the tail of the list. Thus, although Ri has not been accessed M consecutive times 
(i.e. ignoring accesses of elements in ‘93 - ‘13 ), it need not remain static in its original 
position. Indeed, whenever Ri is accessed, it can be moved forwards towards 
FrontOld by a heuristic such as the transposition rule. This ensures that the cost 
will be minimal when the list has converged, and also that in between the time 
instances when an MTR operation is done, the elements which are still in their 
transient configuration will migrate towards FrontOld so as to minimize the 
“transient-state” retrieval cost. 
Further implementation details of the scheme and experimental results demonstrat- 
ing its efficiency are given in [6]. Experimentally, the scheme seems to be more 
powerful as the size of % increases. Also, simulations demonstrating the accuracy of 
the derivations presented here can also be found in 161. 
4. Conclusions 
In this paper we have presented an adaptive constant-space list organizing strategy 
which performs a data restructuring operation on an element exactly once. The MTR 
scheme is asymptotically optimal, and can also be viewed as an MTF strategy in 
which the front of the list is dynamically changed. 
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